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FACULTY TEACHING AT IMM
FROM ESCP BUSINESS SCHOOL

Academic Lead I Daniela Lup

Daniela is passionate about engaging in research

that resonates with practitioners' dilemmas

related to the future of work, especially with

regards to hiring, diversity and inclusion, teams

and team creativity, prosocial behavior and ethics.

My work has been published in internationally

renowned journals such as Organization Science,

Strategic Organization, Industrial and Labor

Relations Review, Work Employment Society,

British Journal of Industrial Relations, and

featured on management blogs such as Harvard

Business Review and LSE Business Reviews. Before

joining academia, Daniela worked for a number

of international organizations such as Open

Society, US-AID.

Daniela teaches on average 800 students per year

on topics running from Negotiation Skills to

Organisations and Management. She teaches on

programmes such as, Bachelor in Management,

and the Master in Management in London

Campus tailored executive courses, such as IIM-

Lucknow, and executive PhD. Daniela is also the

Academic Director of the MSc in Marketing and

Creativity, on which she teaches Change

Management and Leadership, and module co-lead

for the executive course Negotiations, at the

London School of Economics.



Peter Stephenson-Wright has been an Affiliate Professor at ESCP Europe since 2008 where he teaches Marketing and
Management topics across a wide range of the School’s programmes. He is the local London Academic Director for
the Executive MBA and Programme Director of the Executive Master in Marketing & Creativity and Creative London
summer school programmes.

After obtaining a Physics MA at the University of Oxford, Peter worked in the global advertising and marketing
industry for many years, taking senior roles at leading communications groups, including WPP, Publicis and
Interpublic. His extensive international experience includes practice in France, Germany and Spain as well as the UK.
Most recently he was CEO of Atletico International Advertising in Barcelona.

Across this time, and now at ESCP Europe, he has worked with many of the world’s leading brands, including BNP
Paribas, Ford, Orange, Procter & Gamble, Sony, Uber, and the European Parliament. He continues to teach and
consult around the world, including in Africa and China.

Peter’s special area of interest is in the application of creativity in business and the ways in which organisations can
balance innovative thinking with the rigour of business analysis and process. During his industry experience, he was
involved in the development of several award-winning programmes, including three EFFIE marketing effectiveness
winners.

He is a passionate believer in the role of business education in developing an ambitious personal mindset, as well as
transferring knowledge and skills.

Peter is a member of Chatham House, D&AD London and the British Film Institute.

Peter Stephenson-Wright

Meg Lee

Meg is an Associate Professor of Marketing at ESCP Europe where she also serves as the co-director of MSc in

Marketing and Creativity. She teaches marketing analytics, marketing research, digital marketing and social media

strategy on a range of undergraduate, postgraduate and executive development programmes. Prior to joining ESCP,

Meg was a Lecturer at University of Amsterdam Business School and Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences

where she was engaged in a range of research and teaching activities. She holds a PhD in Marketing from the

University of Amsterdam and a Masters degree in Marketing from the University of Strathclyde with distinction.

Meg helps companies and organisations with their digital marketing strategies. She also delivers training and

workshops to help managers understand analytics. Utilising a series of simulation, exercises and games, her

workshops foster creativity through analytical thinking. With a particular interest in the B2B sector, she has

previously worked with companies in public transportation, telecom, chemistry, legal and IT industries.

Meg Lee



Jérôme Couturier
 

Jerome is a professor of strategy and management at ESCP Europe, based in Paris. He lectures in Business Strategy,
International Management, Business Transformation and Innovation to EMBAs, Masters and in various executive
programmes across Europe.

His work and research concentrate on enterprise and business transformation, sustainability of competitive
advantage, international development strategies, strategy execution, and more generally on growth strategies. He is
author of articles, policy papers, and the internationally acclaimed book “How to Think Strategically – Your Roadmap
to Innovation and Results”, published by the Financial Times Masters’ series.

Jerome is also co-founder and senior partner of 3H Partners, an advisory firm dedicated to helping its clients to
develop entrepreneurial solutions, supporting national and multinational organisations and governments in Europe,
the US and Africa. Jerome has accumulated 20 years of experience working in various industries like high-tech,
telecoms and media, healthcare, automotive, etc... He has been instrumental on a variety of topics spanning from
growth strategy, strategic positioning, business model transformation, to entrepreneurship and strategy execution.

Prior to joining ESCP Europe and starting 3H Partners, Jerome worked with McKinsey & Co and A.T. Kearney. He is a
board member and non-exec director in several companies. Jerome holds a PhD in physics of semi-conductors from
Ecole normale supérieure, an MBA from Insead, and lives in North London with his wife Paulina and his two
daughters Clarisse and Marie.

Martin Kupp is associate professor for entrepreneurship and strategy at ESCP Europe,

Paris and a visiting professor at the European School of Management and Technology,

Berlin. Before that Martin worked as a program director at ESMT, Berlin and a lecturer

and research assistant at the University of Cologne, where he also received his doctoral

degree.

Martin’s area of expertise lies in entrepreneurship, strategic innovation, competitive

strategy and organizational creativity. He has worked for clients such as Adeo, Bosch,

Bertelsmann, Elior, Canal+, Axel Springer, ThyssenKrupp, Siemens, MAN, Coca-Cola,

Deutsche Bank, and Deutsche Telekom. Martin’s current research interests focus on

entrepreneurship in established companies, incubation and acceleration, business

strategy in technology markets, and the relationship between the arts and business.

Martin Kupp
 

Martin’s recent publications have appeared in California Management Review, MIT Sloan Management Review,

Journal of Business Strategy, Business Strategy Review, Info Journal, Financial Times, The Economist, The Economic

Times of India and the Wall Street Journal. He has appeared as a business commentator on CNBC, and frequently

speaks at industry conferences and events. In 2008 he won at the EFMD case writing competition with his case on

Celtel Nigeria. He serves on the executive board for The Case Centre and teaches case writing and case teaching at

academic institutions around the world. His recent book “The fine art of success” was published 2011 at Wiley and

looks at contemporary artists and what managers can learn from them. In 2019 Martin co-founded with Francesco

Volpe the first continental european fusion start-up, Renaissance Fusion.


